Year 4 Spring, Humanities

Disasters (Romans and Volcanoes)
(A depth study of Roman life, trade and culture with particular emphasis on
Pompeii, Vesuvius to link to a study of Volcanoes in geography)
Working towards ...A museum exhibition of the Roman Empire and Volcanoes

Prior Learning (skills and knowledge)

Essential history skills

Previously, Chn have …
• Studied the Iron Age (700BC to 43AD) in Year 3

This time children will

• Studied the Ancient Egyptians (3000BC to 650BC) in Year 3
• Studied the Ancient Greeks (776BC to 146BC) in Year 4 and should

Place the Roman Empire within an overview of world history in terms of chronology,
placing events, artefacts and historical figures on a time line using dates.

•
•

have the knowledge that Roman conquest brought the Ancient Greek
era to an end.
Studied Earthquakes in Year 4, gaining an understanding of tectonic
plates and continental drift.
Studied rocks in Year 3 science and learned about fertile soil.

Understand how change occurred over time during the Roman Empire’s era.
Describe the beliefs of the Romans and compare these to the Ancient Greeks.
Describe the characteristic features of the Roman Empire, including its military and the
challenges faced by conquest, with particular attention to Britain (Hadrian, Boudica).
Use evidence to ask questions and find answers to questions about the past.

Key vocabulary to be taught/embedded
General historical: dates, era, change, chronology, civilizations, ancient, historical sources and time period. Primary and
secondary sources of evidence.
Roman Empire: colosseum, latin, senate, repubic, consul,
centurion, legion, legate, standard bearer, testudo, repelcavalry, wedge, Celts, shield, sword, tunic, javelin, helmet,
siege, Carthage, Gaul, Goth, Constantinople, Romulus and
Remus, Julius Caesar, Mark Anthony, Augustus, Cicero, Spartacus, Boudica, Hadrian, Hadrian’s Wall, roads, baths, aqueduct, Gods: Jupiter, Pluto, Neptune, Juno, Apollo, Venus,
Mercury, Mars, Minerva, Vulcan
Volcanoes: lava, magma, magma chamber, molten, stratovolcano, Ring of Fire, eruption types: Strombolian , Plinian ,
Hawaiian, Vulcanian, Icelandic, ash, vent, crater, dormant,
active, extinct, fissures, fault, mantle, parasitic cone, volcanologist, fertile, Fuji, Rinjani, St Helens, Mount Rainier, Kilimanjaro, Mauna Kea, Teide
Pompeii: Vesuvius, Pliny the Elder, Pliny the Younger

Suggest suitable sources of evidence for historical enquiries.
Use more than one source of evidence for historical enquiry in order to gain a more
accurate understanding of history.
Describe different accounts of a historical event, explaining some of the reasons why
the accounts may differ.

Essential geography skills
This time children will
Locate key volcanoes and Roman Empire locations on maps and in Atlases. As part of
this process, children should learn the location of major European countries and name
some of their main physical characteristics.
Describe and understand key aspects of volcanoes as used by humans, why humans
live near active volcanoes and why humans often visit active volcanoes.

Describe and understand key aspects of the physical geography of volcanoes, including
naming parts of their structure, understanding different eruption types and the effects
of different types of eruptions.

Key content
Romans
Location: Children should locate Rome, Pompeii, Hadrian’s Wall, Londinium (London), Constantinople (Istanbul), Carthage and Gaul (France). Children
should also develop an understanding of how the Roman Empire grew and then declined over time.
Chronology: timeline of the Roman Empire and how this fits into the wider timeline of history taught previously. Children should also create a timeline
of the major events during the Roman Empire (Romulus and Remus (753BC), the conquest of Greece (146BC), the invasion of Britain (43AD), Boudica’s
uprising (61AD) the destruction of Pompeii (79AD), the building of Hadrian’s Wall (122AD) and the end of the empire (410AD))
Conquest: Children should learn about the power of the Roman Army and how it was key to the expansion of the empire. Children should learn about
what different soldiers’ roles were, what they wore, their weapons and battle formations.
Rebellion: Children learn about the Celtic rebellion lead by Boudica in 61AD, perhaps using more than one source to gain an accurate understanding
and considering the consequences of the rebellion on the empire.
Pompeii: Children will read Pompeii and retell the events of Vesuvius’ eruption in 79AD.
Beliefs: Children should compare the key Roman Gods with the equivalent Greek Gods, drawing parallels. Children should also make the link between
Roman gods and the planets of the Solar System. Children could design Top Trump style cards of the Gods with the equivalent on each side. Children
should learn specifically about the God Vulcan, the God of fire and the forge, after whom volcanoes are named.
Evidence: Children should consider the impact the Romans have had on Britain and the world today by looking at secondary sources, such as roads,
aqueducts, public baths, numbers (link to maths), the names of the planets, the rough border between England and Scotland.

Volcanoes
Location: Children should locate some of the world’s major Volcanoes (Vesuvius, Mt Fuji, Kilimanjaro, Mauna Kea, Mount St Helens, Mount Rainier,
Teide, Popocatepetl, Rinjani) identifying which country and continent they are in and linking their location to tectonic plates.
Physical geography: Children should learn and label the structure of a volcano. They should learn what happens to lava once it cools and how this can
create new land. They should gain an understanding of active, dormant and extinct and name volcanoes that fall into these categories.
Human geography: Children should investigate why it is that people still live near and visit potentially dangerous volcanoes and how the soil near a
volcano is often very rich and fertile. They could study volcano tourism and create persuasive leaflets / poster.
Eruption types: Using chemical reactions and the Erupting Volcano model, children should explore the different types of eruption through science. They
should learn the terms Strombolian , Plinian (like Vesuvius) , Hawaiian , Vulcanian and Icelandic, linking these to some volcanoes.
The effects of an eruption: Children should learn that eruptions can be devastating by studying Pompeii and perhaps watching videos about Stromboli
or Mount St Helens. Children should also learn that eruptions can be beneficial and that many island chains are formed from eruptions (such as the
Canary Islands, the Azores and the Hawaiian islands. The short Pixar Film, I Lava You, is a great visual illustration of this.

